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ERASMUS+ STUDIES - UU Report 

 

faculty/college REBO 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD  

name study programme Law 

 

destination city & country Thessaloniki, Greece 

name university abroad  Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

start date 01 / 09 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 01 / 02 / 2019  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 
 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The hardest part about the application process was choosing where to go. I made this choice by first narrowing 

the options down to Europe, and then I wanted to go to South Europe. I looked at the subjects they offered at 

the universities, in what language the education would be and what the cities looked like. This brought me to 

make Thessaloniki my first choice. Administratively the application process was not hard, but there is a lot to sort 

out and forms to fill out, you just have to make time for it. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

I felt like I could always email the Erasmus office if I had any questions. Also, after it was sure I was going to 

study in Thessaloniki, they organized a meeting for all of us who were going on Erasmus to the South of Europe. 

There they gave us a lot of information on how to arrange things for your stay and also contact information of 

people who went to your destination before. 

academic preparation 

 It can be difficult to choose subjects because websites of foreign universities tend to be not as clear as the UU 

website. Also, at the time the application process starts most universities are not sure yet what the subjects 

they are going to offer in the semester you want to go on Erasmus, will be. In the end you will just have to 

choose some subjects and hope that they are available for you to follow. 

language preparation 

Since all my subjects were going to be in English, I did not have to do language preparation for this. I did try to 

learn some Greek through DuoLingo. 

finances 

I worked one day a week in the academic year before I went on Erasmus and I worked in the summer to make 

sure I had enough savings for my Erasmus period. Next to that, I received the Erasmus grant and my parents 

paid my rent and an amount of money for subsistence per month. Together with my dad, I made a financial 

plan to see how much money I thought I would need. The living costs in Greece are similar to the Netherlands, 

but you'd want some extra money to be able to make some trips and eat at tavernas. 

 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 
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study programme (content and organisational issues) 

I followed seven subjects which together made for 34 ECTS. Most of them were law subjects. I followed one 

journalism subject and one subject concerning Greek politics. Also, there was a special Erasmus course called 

'Greece Today', in which we had guest lectures every week about all sorts of things with regard to Thessaloniki 

and Greece. A week before classes were supposed to start, I still did not know which courses I could or could 

not follow and also had no clue what my schedule was going to be like. In the end, the schedules for the courses 

were uploaded online, you did not get a personal schedule but you had to make your own based on the faculty 

schedules on the website. In the end it all worked out and I knew everything a few days before I started 

university. Everything is just a lot less organized and planned out as in the Netherlands, this takes some getting 

used to, but basically you just have to relax and wait and everything will work out fine. 

academic quality of education activities 

The academic quality of the courses at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki is lower than that of the UU. It 

differed per subject, but in most subjects we did get a lot of information but it was mostly superficial. We never 

got really deep into subjects and it was never hard to understand something. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

In the beginning the people from the Erasmus office said we could always come to them if we have any 

questions. Most of the times I needed something, I had to go to the Erasmus office of Law. However, every time 

I went there to ask something they seemed a little bit angry and not to eager to help me, but everything always 

worked out. Things are just organized a little more chaotic and they will take longer to respond to emails etc. 

then you would expect in the Netherlands. 

transfer of credits 

Right now I do not have all my grades yet, and I do not know when they will send my transfer of credits. 

However, I heard from friends that people who went to Thessaloniki before only got their transfer of records 

after a few months, so I am actually expecting it to arrive late.  

 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

The university itself had one welcome meeting in which they gave information about the university and the 

study programme. Further, there was a welcome week organized by Erasmus Student Network (ESN). They 

organized an activity every day where I met a lot of other Erasmus students  

accommodation 

I became a member of the Facebook page 'ESN accomodation Thessaloniki'. Here I posted a message that I was 

looking for an apartment. In response to this I got some messages on Facebook Messenger from people offering 

me an apartment. In the end I lived in an apartment of a Greek girl who was doing an internship abroad in the 

same period we were coming to Thessaloniki. Me and my roommate both paid €300 incl. a month and the 

location of the flat was really good. 

leisure & culture 

In my free time I hung out in the city with my new Erasmus friends, went to the gym (by paying 30 euros you 

can work out there an entire year), played volleyball in a team organized by ESN, went to ESN parties and made 

some weekend and day trips. I made weekend trips to Chalkidiki, Skiathos, Mount Olympus, Skopje (in North 

Macedonia) and Athens. Also I made some day trips, for example to Meteora and to Edessa and Pozar. The 

Greek culture is different from the Dutch one. Everything goes at a slower pace, teachers show up late to class 

(or don't show up at all sometimes), and everything is a lot less organized and planned than we are used to. 

This can be annoying, especially in the beginning, but it makes studying in Greece also a lot more relaxed. Next 

to this, Greek people love demonstrations, which would make the streets a little unsafe sometimes. However, 

this can also be because of the things that were going on in the time I was there. There had just been reached 
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an agreement between Greece and Macedonia over Macedonia's name, where a lot of Greeks did not agree 

with. Also, Greeks are angry at the EU with regard to the crisis and bailout agreements.  

suggestions/tips 

Regarding accomodation, find a place somewhere near Kamara (between Kamara and the sea, between Kamara 

and Ladadika or between Kamara and Agiou Dimitriou is the area which would be best in my opinion). If you are 

going in the winter semester, classes only start the first week of October but I would really recommend to go 

earlier so you can experience the end of the Greek summer! Through the ESN Facebook page I met some 

people who were also already there and we went to the beach together etc. Regarding the university, don't 

panic when it's a week before your classes are supposed to start and you don't know anything, or similar 

situations. The Greek culture is a lot more relaxed than ours, and everything will work out fine.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes. If you are looking for an academically challenging experience, don’t go here. If you are looking to 

experience a different culture, have a more relaxed study life for some months, be able to walk in a t shirt in the 

end of October, make a lot of new friends, see beautiful historical and natural places, you should go to 

Thessaloniki! 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

If you are a (maybe) future exchange student reading this and have any questions about Thessaloniki, contact 

me! 
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permission to publish 

contact details** 

 

 

 

See end note for * and ** 

optional; only if you allow students preparing for study abroad to contact you (directly)  

my e-mail address  yes: e.a.schouten2@students.uu.nl 

my weblog   yes:       

my Facebook account  yes: 

https://www.facebook.com/esther.schouten.756 

other (social) media  yes:       

or 

 my contact details cannot be published on the UU webpage, but I do give 

the International Office permission to forward my e-mail address to individual 

students interested in my host university abroad:      @      

faculty/college Social sciences 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD  

name study programme Educational science 

 

destination city & country Thessaloniki, Greece 

name university abroad  Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

start date 24 / 09 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 31 / 01 / 2019  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 
 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

In Osiris you can see everything you have to do, it's really clear. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

If you have questions you can always go to the Erasmus Office. You can also e-mail them, they respond really 

quick. They definitely want to help you. 

academic preparation 

I didn't have to do a lot for this. I followed courses that I didn’t have a lot of knowledge of, however that wasn't 

a problem at all. I understood everything, it wasn't hard. My courses were also all in English, so I didn't have 

language problems. 

language preparation 

Since the courses would be given in English, I didn’t have to prepare a lot for it. The only thing was that you had 

to do the language test for Erasmus so they can see in the end whether your English improved or not. 

finances 

After you filled in all the documents which are signed by all institutions you receive the Erasmus grant. You get 

80% before you leave and 20% when you come back. Make sure you start on time with all the documents since 

the university in Thessaloniki wasn't responding that quick. This resulted in the fact that I had the signs too late 

so I received my Erasmus grant in the beginning of October, while I already needed it. It's also smart to have 
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some savings because you really need it when you're planning to do trips! 

 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

When I had the welcome day of my school (I studied at the school of Journalism and Mass Communication), I 

found out that the courses that were on the website weren't up-to-date. Some courses were deleted and 

others were added to the list. But they're really flexible with this. In the first weeks you can still change your 

courses easily. Just be prepared that the courses you sign up for can change. Furthermore you have do some 

other organisational stuff. It's a bit chaotic to arrange your academic idea and stuff like that. Don't forget to 

make an appointment with the Erasmus Office for as soon as you arrive, because I was too late with making an 

appointment. Actually that wasn't that bad because I e-mailed with them and they just put me somewhere in 

between their other appointments. So in the end it all worked out! If you don't understand everything you can 

also ask the other students what you have to do. Most of the info I got from them. 

academic quality of education activities 

The level of education wasn't that high, so I didn’t have to work that hard. But that was good to me, so I had a 

lot of time to do other fun things. Still I learned new stuff, probably because I studied something else than I 

study in Utrecht. Most of the professors could talk English very well and knew a lot about their courses. They 

were also very kind. Lectures are different than in Utrecht. For every course I had one lecture a week, it was a 

combination of a normal lecture in Utrecht and a working group. They're also very long, most of them are 2,5 

hours (some are 3 hours, but I didn’t have that).  

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

In the beginning it was all very chaotic but you can always e-mail the Erasmus office with your questions or just 

go to the secretary of your school. They know what you have to do. I also asked a lot to the other students, that 

helped me too. 

transfer of credits 

I'm back for two weeks now and don't have my transfer of credits yet. 

 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

This was good! ESN Thessaloniki organised a welcome week of 10 days including a weekend trip to Skiathos. I 

went to a lot of activities. At first I didn’t really want to attend some activities because I was nervous and a bit 

scared. Eventually I foreced myself to go and once you're at an activity it's nice. Everyone is looking for friends 

so it's not hard to make contact with others. Especially the weekend trip to Skiathos helped me, I made a lot of 

friends for the rest of my staying. I don't know what I expected of that weekend, but I didn’t expect it to be that 

awesome! So I highly recommend to attend the weekend trip!! 

accommodation 

At the meeting organised by the Erasmus office in Utrecht I met the other girl who would go to Thessaloniki. 

After the meeting we met some times to arrange stuff like our Learning Agreement, etc. We connected good so 

decided to search for an apartment together. There is this FB group (Called "Erasmus Accommodation in 

Thessaloniki by ESN") for housing in Thessaloniki where people offer appartments and where students post that 

they're searching for something. We posted on the FB that we were searching for an apartment and in one hour 

we already got a lot of respons. You don't have to worry about accommodation, because there are enough 

apartments for everyone. Some people also just went to Thessaloniki without having an accommodation yet, 

but arranged it there within one week. Tip: It was nice to live withbanother Dutch girl, but later I thought it 

would have been so much fun to also live with some internationals. So if you get the chance, do it!  
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leisure & culture 

I was never bored. Since I didn’t have to study a lot I planned a lot of stuff. ESN organises every weekend 

something to do and every Wednesday evening is a party. Most of the time they also planned more different 

activities during the week. I didn’t attend a lot of the trips (exept for the one in the welcome week), because 

most of the weekend / day trips we organised with our friend group! The Wednesday parties were very nice so 

we always went there! Furthermore you just meet a lot of people or go to the gym and stuff like that. There are 

also a lot of museums / churches to visit. 

suggestions/tips 

Plan a lot of nice trips! There are many places you can visit through going by bus (Skopje, Istanbul, Sofia, 

Athens, etc.). Car rental is also cheap! Climbing mount Olympus is also a beautiful (and tough) experience! 

Enjoy it to the fullest, before you know it's already over… 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes! If a high level of education is important to you then I won't choose for this destination. But if you want a 

typical Erasmus experience (trips, meeting friends everyday, chilling, etc.) then this destination is perfect!  I was 

really glad that ESN Thessaloniki is that active in planning stuff because that also made my staying very good 

(especially in the beginning when you had to make friends). The nice thing about studying abroad is that 

everyone has its full life there, so people do always have time to meet / go somewhere, etc! 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Attend the welcome week incl. the weekend trip! Because there I made the friends for the rest of my Erasmus 

time. It's really helpful! And again, enjoy your staying from the beginning to the fullest! It's an amazing 

experience! 
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 

family name xxx 

first name xxx 

student number xxx 

e-mail address

faculty/college History 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme Liberal Arts and Sciences 

destination city & country Thessaloniki, Greece 

name university abroad Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

start date 12 / 02 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 30 / 06 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The process is not that diffucult. However, I definitely recommend you to start early. This gives you enough time 

to figure out procedure and ask questions when needed. If you start too late it will only cause stress. I can't 

remember all the steps of the process but I remember it was quite straight forward. The only special remark I 

want to make, since it caused doubts for me, is about the faculty you are signing up to. AUTH asks you to choose 

one faculty, but in the end it was really easy to choose courses from other faculties. So in the end it did not 

matter at all which faculty you sign up to during the application process.  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

I must say that he support from the UU is really great. Before I went to the AUTH I could always contact them 

with questions and they would reply really fast. Even when I was in Greece already, they responded quickly 

whenever I needed them.  

academic preparation 

My experience at the AUTH showed that there was no need for academic preperation. I did not learn Greek 

before I went to Greece nor when I arrived. There are enough classes given in English and even the classes not 

given in English are possible to follow; you don’t need to go to the lectures but have to do some readings and 
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assignments on your own.  

The level of the courses were not that high in comparison with the courses I followed at the UU. They only 

know lectures and no seminars, so there it's a lot of absorbing information instead of debating. Also, the 

examinations are less difficult in my experience then at the UU. The only thing I found troubling was the fact 

that you have to follow way more courses at once than at the UU. So I followed 6 courses at once instead of 2. 

language preparation 

Like I mentioned in the previous section; language preperation was absent. If you are interested in learning 

Greek tho, keep a close eye on your email at least a month before you are leaving. You get the opportunity to 

sign yourself up for a greek course from the university (so you can earn ECTS!). This email ended up in my spam, 

so I did not notice it. Eventually arrived in Greece it was too late to sign up because of the limited spots.  

finances 

I did not take special measures concerning finances. In my opinion was the Erasmus grant a great help. Greece 

is cheaper than the Netherlands; food, coffee, housing, public transport. This caused that I saved enough 

money to do fun stuff.   

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

Prepare yourself on a chaotic first month when you arrive. It will take a while before all the bureaucratic stuff is 

handled. In my case a lot of courses I chose I could not follow anymore, because of overlap with other courses 

or the fact that they were given in Greek. So, I had to change them. Some faculties have more english courses 

than others, but as I mentioned before, it is possible to follow Greek courses. You have to make an individual 

appointment with the professor who gives it and he/she can give you permission. Of the 6 courses I followed, 3 

were given in Greek. So in these cases I did not follow the lectures, but read some books on my own and was 

examined in the forms or oral exams and essays. For me it  worked perfectly since I didn't have that many 

contact hours, which meant a lot of free time to discover the beautiful spots of Greece. Concluding words: it 

took a while before I finished my revised Learning Agreemen, but no worries. Greeks are just a little less hasty 

then the Dutch people. I was stressed that I would not work out or that I would miss the first classes, but 

believe me; it will be fine.   

academic quality of education activities 

I followed 6 courses at the same time. The courses are worth less ECTS than in the Netherlands (between 3 and 

5 in stead of 7.5). Like I already pointed out, they are not familiar with seminars, which shows in my opinion 

that the level is a little lower compared to the UU; more absorbing information in stead of debating. The essays 

I wrote were grated really high; so you do not have to worry about that. Apply the knowledge you learned at 

the UU and then you will be fine.  

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

I did not have a lot of contact with the Erasmus office of the receiving university. Only the first week for the 

registration, after that once more for the reviced Learning Agreement and in the end for the signing out of the 

AUTH. I did not experience problems with them; they were helpful.  

transfer of credits 

I don't have knowledge of this 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 
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The ESN in Thessaloniki is not that big, but really active. There are a lot of enthusiastic Greek students who are 

really excited to make you familiar with the Greek life and the city. They organize a lot of activities and there's 

also a buddy system in working. They bring you in contact with a Greek student and in my experience this was 

really nice. It's your own choice to be really active with ESN or not, but it is definitely an easy way to get in 

touch with the other international students and Greek students.  

accommodation 

The accomodation is not arranged via the university, but there are enough other sources to find a nice room, 

like facebook groups. In my case I arranged an Airbnb in the centre for the first month (Ano Poli; amazing 

neighborhood), so I could check rooms when I was there. For me this worked fine.  

leisure & culture 

Thessaloniki is a very lively city. I went there to study in the second semester. Keep in mind that the weather 

can still be very cold and rainy in the beginning. Due, the first impression of the city was not that impressive.  

However, when the weather got better I more and more fell in love with the city. The numerous bars, 

restaurants and the White Tower; it eventually gave me the homy feeling. Whenever you have the time, make 

trips to Chalkidiki. Here you find the most beautiful beaches of Greece; truly amazing. The Greeks are also really 

nice people and don't forget the amazing food that is waiting for you.  

suggestions/tips 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes! 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 

family name xxx 

first name xxx 

student number xxx 

e-mail address

faculty/college law 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme law 

destination city & country Thessaloniki, Greece 

name university abroad Aristotle university of Thessaloniki 

start date 03 / 10 / 2017  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 01 / 02 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The exchange application process went fine. It's a lot of paper work but eventually everything was clear. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

This was very good I think. You can always email your erasmus coordinator for questions and they will help you 

when you need it.  

academic preparation 

For Thessaloniki I didn't need that much of academic preparation. 

language preparation 

I only had to speak a certain level of english. 

finances 

Because of my erasmus grant the finances weren't much of a problem. 
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STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

I studied law in Thessaloniki as well. The study programme was good I think. I could choose between a lot of 

courses and I could also choose for a original courses that I couldn't do in the Netherlands. But the 

organisational issues were kind of a problem. Pretty late I heard what my actual courses were and it was also 

unclear when I had to start with which course. 

academic quality of education activities 

The academic quality of education is not that high as in the Netherlands. I had no books to study so only my 

notes were the material that I had to learn. The teachers can't speak english that well as in the Netherlands and 

also the courses itself are not that good as in the Netherlands. Don't expect the same level as you have here. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The counselling and support was fine. In the beginning I didn't understand everything, where to go, who to go 

etc. But eventually when you know everything people are kind and supporting.  

transfer of credits 

At the moment I don't have a transfer of credits yet. 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

This was really good. It was all well scheduled and I really had the feeling that the university wanted us to feel 

save and home from the beginning.  

accommodation 

There was no university accommodation so I had to arrange an appartment by my self. But it was pretty easy to 

arrange an appartment and my appartment was in the middle of the city center for a good price.  

leisure & culture 

Because of the crisis in Greece there was a whole different vibe than in the Netherlands. It's a more poor 

country and everything is not that arranged as in the Netherlands. People are hanging outside their homes a lot 

and I think that gives a certain energy that is really nice. You always see a lot of people outside, eating, chilling, 

drinking. So it's a very vital energy.  

suggestions/tips 

Expect that you probably will have a culture shock, also when you will study in Europe. When you kind of 

expecting to have a culture shock it will be more fine.  

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I would recommend the university when you can handle the greek style. That means, people are often too late, 

they are not that strict as in the Netherlands, eventually things will be arranged but it's a different way than in 

the Netherlands. The destination is great, the weather is warm, you can always go to the sea/beach, the 

nightlife is great, the people are kind. So the destination I would really recommend. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

-
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 

family name xxx 

first name xxx 

student number xxx 

e-mail address

faculty/college FSW 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme Algemene sociale wetenschappen 

destination city & country Thessaloniki, Greece 

name university abroad Aristotle Universiry 

start date 02 / 10 / 2017  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 21 / 01 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

Osiris shows very well how this works and which documents you have to use etc 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

Very good, the responsible person answers your questions almost always the same day 

academic preparation 

I don’t think you need to do anything outside your normal programm 

language preparation 

not needed if you speak english very well 

finances 

Your stay there is probably going to be cheaper then in the Netherlands, however you do not really have the 

opportunity to work in Greece so make sure you saved money for the months you will stay (probably around 

250 rent and if you want you can eat for free at the university everyday *breakfast lunch and dinner) 
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STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

school of journalism and mass communication 

academic quality of education activities 

i think the quality is low 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

good enough 

transfer of credits 

i do not know yet 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

The ESN in Thessaloniki organizes a lot! try to participate in many acitivities and im almost sure you get to meet 

a lot of nice people 

accommodation 

Accomodation is easy to find on facebook: its called accomodation erasmus thessaloniki 

leisure & culture 

There are many clubs and there is a big nightlife, completely different from the Netherlands though. throught 

he whole city you will find archelogical findings. They are not so well maintained as in fr example Athens, but 

this makes thessaloniki very special. Definitely go to the upper city in your first week, if the city is a little 

overwhelming.  

suggestions/tips 

At first i did not like Thessaloniki so much, i had a completey different image of Greece. But do not worry, in the 

end you will love it and do not wanna leave. I will be back for sure 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

The school of journalism and mass communication not, i thought it was way too easy. However, if you want to 

enjoy your ESN experience to the fullest this might be an advantage for you (attendance was in my semester 

obligatory though) My roommate studied law and that was better. Thessaloniki i would definitely recommend 

to others! it is a not very touristic city and it is small enough to explore in one semester. The ESN is very active. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Sounds cliché but try to enjoy it to the fullest from the start. It is a way different experience then for example 

travelling/backpacking.  



ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 

family name 

first name 

student number 

e-mail address

faculty/college USBO 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme Bestuurs-en Organisatiewetenschap 

destination city & country Thessaloniki, Greece 

name university abroad Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

start date 20 / 09 / 2016  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 27 / 01 / 2017  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 
exchange application process 

The application process takes some time. Try to start as early as possible because you have to fill and sign a lot of 
documents. Also figuring out which courses you can choose at Aristotle University takes a lot of time because 
their homepage is not really clear. However the international office tries to help you as much as they can and in 
fact the application is not really difficult but just takes a lot of time and can be enjoying sometimes. Do not be 
discouraged by the amount of paperwork- it is totally worth it!  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

The counselling and support at Utrecht University is very good! If you have a question you can always send an 
email and you get an answer very quickly. Also all documents and deadlines for for example the Erasmus grant 
are very clear. All information can be found online but you often get reminders from the international office via 
email.  

academic preparation 

I did not study Administration and organisational science in Thessaloniki but English Language, Literature and 
Culture. But this was no problem at all. My English was better than the English of the Greek students. I already 
had some knowledge about how to analyse literature from my high school in Germany and also introductory 
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courses of my first year in the Netherlands helped me a lot. In general I had the feeling that I had more 
knowledge about how to write a paper and how to use Google scholar etc.. So do not worry that the level is too 
high. I actually followed some 4th year courses as well.  

language preparation 

Because my classes where taught in English I did not need to learn the Greek language necessarily.  I only 
needed to provide the University with a document of proof of my English level. However it is nice to learn some 
Greek because it makes your everyday life so much easier. I did a semester course but you can also do a online 
course before you go to Greece so you already have some knowledge.  

finances 

Life in Thessaloniki is cheaper than in Utrecht. You pay less rent for your house and you can eat for free in the 
canteen. If you go to a supermarket you will see that food there is more expensive than in the Netherlands so 
try to buy your groceries at a market. Actually try to go out for food a lot because food on the street or in 
tavernas is really cheap. If you have Stufi, the Erasmus grant and the “reisproduct vergoeding” you should be 
able to survive. Everyday life costs are around 600€ per month. 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 
study programme (content and organisational issues) 

Because I had to switch some courses it took a while until everything was organised. The department of 
English Language and Literature is organised quite well. There was a timetable with all courses on it so for 
me it was clear when I had a class and where it was. The only thing that was not clear was when all courses/ 
the semester started. The courses were well organised. The only thing that was not organized well was the 
schedule of the exams.  Because I had to be in Utrecht for the 2nd semester I could not stay the last weeks 
of the semester in Greece. I could not write two exams in the end but that was no problem at all. After 
talking to the professors they arranged a different way to examine me like writing a paper and having an 
oral exam. 

I had to buy some corpus (readers) at a print shop but all books were given to me for free by the University. 
That was really nice because I had to read a lot. Most teachers work with an online platform, called e-
learning in which you can have a look at the presentations and assignments. All classes are held in English 
and the English of the professors is really good.  

academic quality of education activities 

Classes are long. A class normally takes 2,5 hours in a row. The quality maybe was a little bit less than in Utrecht 
but still I had the feeling that I learned a lot. This can also be due to the fact that I studied something 
completely different than at home. Because of this I maybe had to work a little bit harder. I liked really much 
that teachers have office hours so you can talk to the professors very easily. Furthermore I liked the fact that 
professors gave a lot of feedback on assignments and presentations. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

On the one hand the support in Greece is not so good as in Utrecht because sometimes you do not know if you 
have to go to the secretary of your faculty, to the Erasmus office or to your ECTS coordinator. However the 
Erasmus office most of the time can help you and they are really kind. You have to book an appointment online 
(keep in mind the opening hours) or send an email. But most of the time they want you to come to the office in 
personal with a printed version of the document.  

transfer of credits 

The courses at Aristotle University had less ECTS than courses in Utrecht. Therefore I had to choose more 
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courses to reach a total of 30 ECTS. When both institutions signed your learning agreement everything should 
be fine. I did not receive my transcript of records yet but I hope I will receive it soon.  

STUDENT LIFE 
welcome & orientation programme 

As well ESN as the University offer a welcome program through which you can explore the city, the university 
and meet new people. I definitely recommend going there.  

accommodation 

It is easy to find a place in Thessaloniki. A Facebook group of ESN is full with offers to rent a place. Normally you 
should not pay more than 260€. Try to find a place in the centre of Thessaloniki or near the university because 
you have to walk everywhere or go by bus.. 

leisure & culture 

In your free time it s nice to visit some cultural sights in Thessaloniki, go to the beach, go for a walk near the 
water or visit other places in Greece (e.g. Athens, Mount Olympus, Meteora). You can also plan a trip to Sofia in 
Bulgaria, Skopje in Macedonia or to the Greek islands. Anyway, Thessaloniki offers a lot of places to go for a 
coffee or drink or to go out at night.  

suggestions/tips 

ESN organizes a lot of nice trips, events and parties. This is a good opportunity to get to know new people and 
explore the city. Also try to become friends with Greek students so you really experience how it is to be Greek. 

CONCLUSIONS 
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I would definitely recommend the University and Thessaloniki. You can experience a lot of new cultural aspects, 
a different way of teaching and studying and Thessaloniki has a lot of great offers and places to go for students. 
Furthermore you can travel a lot in Greece and to surrounding countries. Keep in mind that Greece is in a crisis 
at the moment and is not as developed as countries in northern Europe. Do not expect too much luxury, but  
you will get used to it quickly.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or problems. 
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 2014‐2015 

e‐mail address 

faculty/college  Faculty of Pharmacy 

level   bachelor’s   master’s   PhD

name study programme  bachelor of Pharmacy 

destination city & country  Thessaloniki, Greece 

name university abroad   Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

start date  16 / 02 / 2015  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date  02 / 07 / 2015  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The exchange application process took some time. Unfortunately just before the deadlines of delivery of the 

learning agreements for UU, the receiving institution told me that it was not possible to follow courses at the 

school of pharmacy because there were no agreements with my Dutch faculty. Fortunately, in the end it was 

possible to follow the courses which I applied for. I also had to wait quiet long to receive the signature's from the 

receiving institution, so it is very important to arrange the documents in time.    

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

The counselling and support of the Erasmus office of Utrecht was very good. I had many questions before the 

exchange program because of the uncertainties around the application. The office and my coordinator helped 

me arranging everything in time.            

academic preparation 

The courses I followed were told in Greek. I had some Greek knowledge before, but not enough to follow 

university lectures. This made it quite difficult to fully understand the lectures.  

I took one first year course (botany), it is difficult to say something about the level because I only 

understood the half of it by lack of language knowledge. The laboratories were not new for me. It had many 

things in common with the last years of Biology at high school (VWO). Fortunately, this helped me 

understanding the Greek spoken course in a better way. 

I also took the course cosmetics. This course had nice lectures because the professor teached in a very nice 

way. The laboratories were totally different from what I am used to in Utrecht. There are no strict rules about 

using equipment etc. The academic knowledge I had from my 3 years of bachelor in Utrecht was good enough 

to follow the courses in general.           

language preparation 

My courses were told in Greek. It was very hard to follow the lectures. I knew some Greek before and I took an 

intensive language course during the semester as well. However, on the end of the semester I was not able to 

give exams in Greek. There was no problem writing the exams in English.  

Contact info available at the IO.
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finances 

Before going on Erasmus we had to make a financial plan. In general living in Thessaloniki/Greece is not very 

expensive. The rent is lower than Utrecht standards. I paid 270 euro (incl.) but this was quiet expensive for a 

room in the centre. I preferred this place because I was living with a Greek flat mate, good location and the 

flat was well furnished. 

The super markets are quiet expensive, but buying fruits/ at the small shops is cheaper compared to NL. Eating 

out side in a tavern or buying some "Greek fast food" on the streets is very cheap. A nice dinner with some 

drinks will be around 10‐15 euros. I have spent more money than I expected because I did a lot of nice trips all 

over the country and also to Istanbul. However, students are able to eat 3 times a day for free in the student 

restaurant.     

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

It was quiet hard to find out my schedule, especially the starting dates of the lectures and the locations of the 

classes. I went many times to the secretariat during the first week. You have to find out a lot by yourself. 

Especially because my courses were not arranged for only Erasmus students. I asked a lot of help form Greek 

students to find out what I had to do. The Greek students and also the teachers were very helpful.        

academic quality of education activities 

It is difficult to say something about the quality because I did not understand the lectures for 100%. I think that 

the academic level is quiet good especially if you take into account that there is less modern equipment 

available compared to what we are used to in NL. The way of teaching was also different; for example I only had 

weekly lectures and some laboratories, ' werkcolleges' did not exist.       

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

In general I did not receive a lot of support from the university. I had to find out many things myself because I 

think that the school of pharmacy does not have many Erasmus students. I had many friends who studied Law, 

they followed special Erasmus organized courses so they had less difficulties by finding out things. However, 

almost everybody was willing to help me.  

transfer of credits 

Unfortunately I have my last exam after the deadline of this Report. I cannot tell my experience yet. 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

The university organized a welcome day which was followed by a welcome week by ESN. It was announced 

quiet late. This day and week were very useful to orientate and meet people. The campus and the city were 

shown to us also by nice games, parties and other activities.           

accommodation 

It is quiet easy to find accomondation in the city centre. There is a Facebook group on which many people post 

messages to find rooms. I found my Greek flatmate also by facebook. The university also offers dorm 

possibilities. I think that the average rent for a room (furnished) is between 150‐250 euro. However, if you pay 

rent exl. water/gas etc. be careful about your bills! I heard some students having problems with the house 

owners about these costs.   

leisure & culture 
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Thessaloniki is an amazing student city! I think you can compare it with Utrecht vs. Amsterdam (Athens). The 

majority of people in the centre are students, which gives the city a very lively atmosphere. There are plenty 

nice bars, cafes, taverna's, restaurants and clubs. You won't be able to try them all! Besides the city offers a 

lot of historical sites, musea and nice authentic neighbourhoods. The old Byzantine buildings give a very nice 

character to the city. It's really worth to escape the busy centre easily by entering the nice neighbourhood 

'ana poli' (the old town) which shows how the city was before the big fire which damaged the city in 1917. 

This neighbourhood is like a small villages and gives amazing views over the city and the sea. The location of 

Thessaloniki connects East to West, therefore it is easy to visit the Balkan countries above and also Turkey is 

very close. 

ESN, the Erasmus student organization of Thessaloniki is very active and organizes a lot of activities (parties, 

trips etc.) during the semester.           

suggestions/tips 

Thessaloniki offers a lot of different possibilities to experience a great Erasmus time. Many cultural events are 

organized by the city which are announced by facebook pages and advertisements in the university.The campus 

of the university is very big. The university is  a place for students, not only for educational related things. Many 

events and parties are organized IN and around the buildings and parks. This is something you won't see in the 

Netherlands. I really appreciate this because it shows that students are using the university for many different 

aspects which connects people.  

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I would definitely recommend Thessaloniki as an Erasmus destination. The city centre is quiet small, you can 

walk to every place. It takes around 30 minutes from one side to the other. The city offers a many different 

possibilities for students to have an amazing time! Besides, it gives many opportunities to travel around for 

example; go to Chalkidiki just for a day to enjoy beautiful beaches, rent a car/take a bus to visit nice places 

and nature in the northern part of Greece, go easily and cheap to Istanbul/ Balkan countries or take a cheap 

flight to Islands or Athens! 

In general Greece has a very different culture than the Dutch culture which you can also experience at the 

university. The outside (buildings/equipments) look maybe not super modern as we are used to, but there 

are many possibilities. 

The system might not be that organized and strict as in the Netherlands, but if you want to experience 

something different this is a great place to go. In some ways it made me appreciating our Dutch system a 

lot, but the Greek system also showed many positive sites from which we can learn a lot! 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

If you want more information or hear my experiences don't hesitate to contact me.  
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UU Report form ‐ Erasmus 2013‐2014 

e‐mail address 
optional; only if you don’t mind students preparing for study abroad contacting you directly  

Contact info available at the IO.

faculty/college  University College Utrecht

level   bachelor master PhD

name degree programme Liberal Arts and Sciences

destination city & country Thessaloniki, Greece

name host institution and/or 

company/organization 

Aristotle Univeristy of Thessaloniki

purpose Erasmus grant   courses research work placement 

departure date 

(dd/mm/yyyy) 
17 / 02 / 2014 

return date (dd/mm/yyyy) 30 / 06 / 2014

preparation

exchange/placement application process 

Despite having made a late request to go on exchange, I saw that there still were places available for Greece. THe 

process was all in all an easy one. I had some documents more to take care of as I come from Univeristy College, 

but I managed to get it all done in two weeks, thanks to the help of the exchange coordinators.  

counselling/support at home university 

There was not much information available regarding the Univeristy in Thessaloniki, as a lot of students chose 

not to go in the past. Regardless, I received sufficient information on how to apply, what to take care of through 

the lists and reports stated on the UU website. The staff was always helpful and available to sign documents for 

me, and reply very quickly to my emails.  

academic preparation 

The level in which I study at UCU, I have noticed, is extremely high so I was very well prepared for my exchange. 

COmpared to other fellow exchange students in Greece I knew exactly how to write academic essays, 

referencing and note taking. Despite my knowledge background mainly in Anthropolgy and Geography, he 

jouralism classes I took in Greece were very useful to enrich more general knowledge, but also the knowledge I 

already had acquired at UCU, turned out to be beneficial for my classes. It was a succesful mutual help.  

language preparation 

The classes, being taught in English, did not cause me any trouble. I believe that my English skills were more 
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than sufficient to attend the classes in Thessaloniki. 

finances 

Greece is a relatively cheap country to live in. The finances were never a concern of mine. I receive STUFI and 

the ERASMUS Grant that easil covered my living expenses and rent. I must say though that Erasmus Grant has 

been very important. I wouldn't have made it only with the STUFI. It is a great chance that the ERASMUS 

programme can offer these.  

study/placement abroad period

study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues)

In Greece I studied at the Fcaulty of Journalism, covering courses on environmental journalism, travel 

journalism and social media, international relations and the media and production of documentaries. The 

content was very rich and diverse, making the classes fun to attend to.  Based on the experimental model, most 

of my classes did not have a real plan but rather an idea of topics that had to be covered and essays and tests to 

take, making it flexible for us students. The classes took place every week for the whole period of the erasmus, 

and often offered excursions.  

academic quality of education/placement activities

The teaching quality was very high. The teachers really showed enthiusiasm in teaching us. They were all Greek 

professors who though mastered their English skills, and realy knew how to communicate with us. They were 

flexible and friendly, and enriched the syllable with activities and topics that were tailored to our interests. The 

essays and works we were given were at times challenging, but I must say I always enjoyed doing them.  

counselling/support at host institution/organisation

As I mentioned earlier on the teachers were always available and understanding for any problem or concern we 

could have had. We could really easily communicate withthem during office hours, via email or even through 

shared facebook pages. The non‐teaching staff too offered support especially when it came to signing 

agreements, making sure all documents were in order and even with non‐academic related facts. I for instance 

had a problem with housing and a landlord in Thessaloniki, and the Erasmus office quickly got involved and 

helped me sort the issue out.  

transfer of credits 

The courses were worth less credits than the ones I took at UCU, so I had to take an extra class. I took Greek 

language, so I went over the credits actually needed.  So far it all seems to have run smoothly, as I got my 

learning agreements and the changes to it signed by both institutions.  

student life

welcome/orientation programme 

I knew very late the starting date of my exchange, and tehre was a general lack of initial information on behalf 
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of the Aristotle Univeristy. Even as far as the courses offered was concerned, I believe I knew them the week 

before the starting date. I did not know very well what to expect. I arrived in Thessaloniki, and only after was I 

ggiven a sort of information packet. During the two welcome days we were offered an overview of the courses 

by each professor, an explanation on documents, credits, files to be signed, and finally a list of things I could do 

at the Univeristy Campus. From that respect, the organization was quite low. In the end though it all ran 

smooth.  

accommodation 

The university provided a list of accomodations rented out by private landlords or even those offered by the 

university itself. The latter were quite expensive compared to what they actually offered, and depsite being 

student housing were not better than private apartaments. From the list provided we chose one apartment. 

After having paid both the required deposit and first month pay, we moved into the house only to find out it 

was not like that in the pictures and it was covered in mould all over the ceilings and walls. It was unliveable. 

We had to stay in for a week, before we found another house. Obviosuly everyone had already settled in so it 

wasvery difficult  to find a free housing. The new apartment we found on our own. We warned the Univeristy 

about the poor conditions of the house they had listed, so immeaditely removed it from the list and are 

currently helping us to get the money back from the landlord. The new apartment we found for a very good 

price, is perfect for students and we are now very happy with it. My suggestion for other students is not to pay 

before not having seen the house, even though the owner might pressure you intod oing it, and start looking 

for houses in advance.  

leisure/culture 

Greece did not disappoint with all it has to offer. Despite the crisis, the Greeks are incredibly welcoming people. 

They have been able to maintain their customs while opening up to genera European ones. I believe that while 

being here I truly experienced Greek life. Their foods, of which I ate a lot, their drinks of which I tried all of 

them. I was also taught how to dance sirtaki, how to cheers and how to act in public. I went to museums and 

archeological sites. I visited old towns where I got accustomed to the folkoristic aspect of their culture. Even 

though the stereotypical behaviours and attititudes of Greeks have lingered, it is an easy society to live in. 

Especially in a cosmopolitan city such as Thessaloniki, you have a chance to taste the true Greece while being 

able to stay yourself.   

suggestions/tips 

Regarding the Erasmus in general my suggestion is and always will be to do it. Words cannot even explain how 

crucial it has been to my maturing. Maybe though it has to happen in the right moment in life. Maybe we have 

to make sure that when we leave for a new country we have to be ready for it, so get as much as possible out of 

it. I think it happened when I needed it the most. I am not talking of the academic aspect at the moment, but of 

the more intimate one; of coming face to face with your trueself, something you can only see onceyou are 

avaway from the comfort of your home. I grew a lot, and for this will ever be thankful for this experience. While 

on Erasmus I also got  a chance to meet many new people who taught me more about their cultures. When you 
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are away from home you always tend to highlight the qualities of your own country, thus creating a huge 

international cocktail of cultures and foods. In order to truly experience the Erasmus experience, not only must 

you go with an open heart, but also with open eyes. Make the most of it while you are there. Save money and 

travel around, talk to locals, talk to the other erasmus students. While walking in town observe the people, 

their ways, every stone of each building. For me it was like a big treasure hunt, always out exploring. In all 

honesty the academic part, despite being important, and must not be forgotten especially when it comes to 

credits and adjusting it to your curriculum,  it must not be the only thing on Erasmus. I suggest that you make 

sure that all the credits and bureacratical aspects are in order as soon as possible. Make sure the classes are 

recognized and fit with your pogramme. If you can take a language course, only that way can you learn more 

about your host country.  

conclusions

would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? please explain

I sincerely would. Even though at times you might get frustrated at the initial lack, or apparently so, of 

organization, AUTH ( Aristotel University of Thessaloniki) has so much to offer. The crisis has hit them hard, with 

buildings falling to pieces, and bathrooms that don't get cleaned in weeks, but its this uniqueness that makes it 

the more interesting. The perservance of the Greeks to try to make it better, try to make Erasmus students feel 

part of their world is amazing. You might be scared at times by the poverty that you see at the campus, but its 

reality and we cannot be blind from it forever. AUTH offers free meals three times a day, free doctors, a really 

well equipped gym and incredibly friendly teachers. The courses I took were interesting, diverse and offered 

excursions that really made you understand more about the city/ country you live in. Thessaloniki is the perfect 

student city, with bustiling and busy streets. 85 000 students walk around the city and the campus and tend to 

love us foreigners. They invite you for coffee, or to their parties. The food is as promised and expected really 

good and incredibly afforadble. You can eat out every night and never spend over 10 euros. The nightlife is full 

with clubs and bars, in the historic centre or on the lovely port, by the sea side. Thessaloniki is also a great 

starting point for so many excursions around Greece, whether it is mountains, islands, crystalline beaches and 

old villages. You can never get bored in Greece. Six months is also may be too little to experience it at its best. I 

cannot help but say that it was the best choice I made in a long time coming here. You will always always feel 

welcomed.   

do you have any additional advice or comments?

Please if you come to AUTH accept the fact that it’s a poor university. Come with the awareness that it is not 

modern or clean all the time, but it will always do its best. Also get accustomed to the Greek mentality of 

"hallara" or in other words "take it easy". Even though you might not know what your programme will look like 

until you get here it will all turn out fine. The staff is always helpful. Regarding the housing go visit it before 

paying to make sure its all in order. Greeks tend not to trick students, but you never know. The city is a very 

safe one, despite the poverty you see.  
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UU Report form ‐ Erasmus 2013‐2014 

e‐mail address 
optional; only if you don’t mind students preparing for study abroad contacting you directly  

Contact info available at the IO. 

faculty/college  University College Utrecht

level   bachelor master PhD

name degree programme Liberal Arts and Sciences (pre‐med)

destination city & country Thessaloniki, Greece

name host institution and/or 

company/organization 

Aristotle University Thessaloniki (AUTh)

purpose Erasmus grant   courses research work placement 

departure date 

(dd/mm/yyyy) 
15 / 02 / 2014 

return date (dd/mm/yyyy) 26 / 06 / 2014

preparation

exchange/placement application process 

I applied after the official deadline had passed, when I discovered that there was a leftover spot for Thessaloniki.

This made the whole process a little different for me. I did a large part of it myself; contacting the university, 

looking for options to study medicine (a department with which there does not exist an official agreement 

between AUTh and UU). It involved a lot of patience and accepting uncertainty; in the end I decided (on the 

advice of the UU office) to postpone the real arrangement of my courses until after arrival in Greece.  

counselling/support at home university 

They always tried to help me, but sometimes this was a little complicated as it was very silent from the Greek 

side. As mentioned before, I have done a large part of communication with the Greek university myself, as this 

was the most direct way to get what I wanted. However, for me everything was different because I was late and 

I wanted to study Medicine which made everything more complicated, moreover, I was applying to a University 

that faces enormous problems at the moment, so helping Erasmus students with everything is not really first 

priority. Looking back I think that all my preparatory activity did not really pay off; before departure I got 

accepted for a learning agreement that turned out to be completely different from what I really ended up doing 

in Greece. I could only really start arranging everything after arriving.   

academic preparation 

Since it was my aim to find out more about the health situation in Greece these days, I prepared by watching 
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documentaries, reading articles and searching the web about all this. Furthermore I have been very busy with 

contacting the school of Medicine as well as the Erasmus office in Greece to try to get into these courses. This 

appeared very hard by e‐mail and phone communication so in the end I decided to wait with arranging all my 

courses until I would be in Greece.  

language preparation 

I already knew some basic Greek, but I bought a book and started practicing with family that speaks Greek. 

Furthermore I researched the options for language courses. 

finances 

I worked during the semester before and in the free weeks before my departure 

study/placement abroad period

study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues)

Everything was from beginning to end very vague. It required a lot of patience, perseverance, flexiblity and 

sometimes a little bit of humor to find my way through this university. I got accepted to the school of Biology 

but I wanted to do medicine, so I had to switch and this was very difficult. I think I have been to 20 different 

offices, spoke to 30 people and waited for 40 hours. But in the end it paid off and I got accepted into 3 

Medicine courses, which was amazing. Also, although the system is lacking efficiency, almost all employees are 

very much willing to help.   

academic quality of education/placement activities

Not all the courses that I chose beforehand were actually taught in this semester and/or given in English. 

However, the quality from the courses that I followed in the end was good. The learning material is up to date, 

the professors are good, if you are active and motivated you can certainly have an intellectually challenging 

semester here.   

counselling/support at host institution/organisation

Mentioned before. Much bureaucracy but willing and kind people. However the most important thing is your 

own attitude and activity.  

transfer of credits 

I have had a lot of trouble with learning agreements and everything, because I switched, because I followed 

courses in different departments and because they simply lost my documents several times. At this moment, I 

am waiting for my credits to be transferred and I will be very glad if this is done!   

student life

welcome/orientation programme 

Very nice, there is a very active Erasmus Student Network in Thessaloniki who are visible and active from the 
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beginning. From the university, there is a welcome afternoon with information session (in which you are 

thanked for coming to Greece even though there is a crisis, and in which you are prepared for the jungle that 

the University is at this moment ‐ at least in many departments) 

accommodation 

Plenty, cheap, easy to find, good. There is a very helpful website from the university on which many decent 

appartments are offered. In my time there was also a facebook page in which you can find others to find a room 

together.   

leisure/culture 

Thessaloniki is a bubbly dynamic city, plenty of cultural events and movements. Furthermore, politically it has 

never been silent as long as I was there, with demonstrations and events every week. Very impressive to 

experience. You can find the beautiful Greek nature just out of the city.  

suggestions/tips 

Please contact me on j.b.tankink@students.uu.nl for all my suggestions!

conclusions

would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? please explain

A loud yes. Greece is an amazingly interesting destination for a study abroad period, however, be prepared and 

motivated for many challenges!  

do you have any additional advice or comments?

Don't just go to Greece for the sun! First of all you will be disappointed if you go for this reason only as many 

things distract you from the sun, secondly it has so much more to offer and Greece can use motivated and 

active people who are willing to contribute to positive movements in their country (and thirdly it rained a lot 

when I was there!) 
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UU Report form ~ Erasmus 2012-2013 

faculty/college Social Sciences

level  bachelor  master  PhD  other 

name degree programme Psychology 

destination city & country Thessaloniki, Greece 

name host institution and/or 

company/organization 

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

purpose Erasmus grant  study/courses  work placement 

departure date (dd/mm/yyyy) 11 / 02 / 2013 

return date (dd/mm/yyyy) 15 / juli / 2013 

preparation 

exchange/placement application process 

I applied for a remaining exchange place in Thessaloniki, Greece about five months before my departure. The 

application process started off rather late, it is better to start early with your application (about a year before 

departure).  

counselling/support at home university 

Since a lot of students are applying for an exchange it can be quite busy at the International office the last months 

before departure. In my situation the application, paperwork and Erasmus grant application were filled in last 

minute. In the beginning the counseling at my home university could have been better, but at the end the office 

was very helpful and we got a lot of things done in a short amount of time! 

academic preparation 

The first years of my bachelor Psychology were my academic preparation. Because of my studies I have a good 

understanding of English and of writing essays and giving presentations.  

language preparation 

Before going to Greece I didn't know any Modern Greek, but I was planning on taking courses in English or 

making assignments in English. English I knew already and academic English I learned in the first years of my 

bachelor in Psychology. I also planned on learning Modern Greek while being in Thessaloniki. 

finances 

It was very helpful to receive an 'Erasmus grant' for three months. There are some extra costs you have to take 
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into account, like travel costs and housing. I also worked for and saved some money for my exchange in the 

months before my departure.   

study/placement abroad period 

study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues) 

It is not easy to find all the information you want about the courses in Thessaloniki. For some of the courses I 

chose it was required to know Ancient Greek, or Modern Greek. It is important to see if it is possible to take the 

course you want and if yo can write your essays or exam in English. This usually means that you have to stop by 

the office of the professor and ask them individually if you can take their course. If you are still in the Netherlands, 

you can also sent an e-mail, but it might take a little biit longer before you get an answer. I took courses of Modern 

Greek language and these courses were very well organised and the professors were very good.  

academic quality of education/placement activities 

The quality of the courses I took are comparable with the couses at the University of Utrecht 'Spanish 1' and 

'Spanish 2', but than of course the language was Modern Greek. In Thessaloniki you spent a lot of hours at the 

University. One class / lecture takes about 3,5 hours.  

counselling/support at host institution/organisation 

The staff at the Erasmus office is very friendly. Also the coordinators of the Modern Greek courses I took were 

very helpful and everyone speaks English.  

transfer of credits 

You will receive the transcript of records from your departmental coordinator. The credit system is the same as in 

the Netherlands (1-10). In the beginning of the courses you know how many ECTS you will receive for a course. 

student life 

welcome/orientation programme 

The welcome and orientation programme of AUTH was well taken care of. ESN Thessaloniki organises a lot of 

events and trips for exchange students. There is also a possibility to take a 2 - week language course for free.  

accommodation 

I decided to find my own apartment in Thessaloniki and I am happy I did! The dorms in Thessaloniki are very very 

small and they are expensive in comparison with other apartments you can rent in the city. Almost everyone I met 

started in the dorms and left after 3 weeks. It is also dirty. The people staying in the dorms organize a party every 

night. So if you decide to stay there, bring your earplugs! 

leisure/culture 

Thessaloniki is a city with a great cultural atmosphere. Greece, in general, has a lot to offer when you are 

interested in history, music, archeology etc. There is a big University gym where you can practice any kind of 

sport. The area around Thessaloniki is very beautiful and there are a lot of things to see. There are archeological 

sites (such as Pella, Dion), museums, thermal springs, historical places.  

suggestions/tips 

Learn Greek! It is the best moment to learn another language when you are on exchange. The people in Greece 

are very grateful if you try to speak Greek! 
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conclusions 

would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? please explain 

I would definitely recommend the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. The staff is very friendly and open. The 

welcome programme for Erasmus students is great, there is something to do every day. This university is very big 

and there is a lot going on at the campus.   

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

- 
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